Vet Space Business Intelligence

Unlock the power of your data with Business Intelligence Services from Vet Space

Our new Business Intelligence (BI) Service enables you to interrogate your Practice Data and present actionable information. It will help you and your business managers to make more informed business decisions.

Improved Decisions, Enhanced Profitability

Vet Space’s unique Business Intelligence Service combines data mining, analytical processing, querying and reporting into a single solution. Our easy to use BI presents information dynamically allowing you to both display results and interrogate them further. The additional granularity of Vet Space BI enables a much higher level of understanding than is delivered by traditional static reporting tools.

- Bespoke data analysis
- Dashboard of common reports
- Dynamic reporting
- Granular interrogation

Vet Space BI can be applied to any or all the information within your Practice database, providing insights and metrics on key customer, commercial and colleague performance indicators.

Continued...
Vet Space has a wide range of customers of different sizes but what they have is a universal need for Business Intelligence. To help accommodate Practices of varying scales we are creating two BI Service packages. Both provide the same powerful Business Intelligence tools so add the same value to your business, they are just available in different ways to suit your infrastructure.

**On Site BI Solution**
Available first, our Onsite BI solution involves the installation of the BI software on a high specification PC within the Practice. This machine can be stand alone or networked but it must be dedicated to Business Intelligence functions to preserve its processing power. Onsite solutions are available to all but are perhaps best suited to hospitals or larger Practice chains.

**Cloud BI Solution**
Vet Space BI Cloud, offers software through the Cloud to a local computer. Access is through a browser and the data processing is performed on a remote server. With stable broadband access you will receive similar processing speeds as with an onsite server solution.

If you are considering Business Intelligence and your Practice does not routinely perform housekeeping it is perhaps a good time to audit and purge old data. We can support you in this task.

**Deploy Business Intelligence Today**
Vet Space Business Intelligence Services is available for installation with the latest version of Voyager. Please call **0845 2000 725** or email **info@vetspace.com** to request a demonstration.